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Abstract—Professor Watson’s The Making of the Modern Company traces the development of the modern corporate form back to the East India Company, disproving a common notion that company law originated solely with small, private companies. This review article argues three key implications of this excellent book. First, Watson focuses on the duality of the modern company—with state-provided and private features. This cuts through, and goes a long way to resolving, the ongoing historic debate as to the nature of the company. Second, the primary unit of study chosen—the modern company—reminds corporate lawyers of our role in studying this duality in a very crowded field. Third, despite eschewing ‘concession theories’ of company law (which hold that the company is merely a concession from the state), Watson demonstrates a role for the state in the modern company that is often overlooked.
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‘No amount of contracting can create a legal person.’1

1. Introduction

Company law scholarship often presents as a series of dichotomies. Competing narratives exist as to whether core constituents of the company are inherently ‘good’ or ‘bad’;2 whether companies should be run only in the interests of shareholders or serve a wider societal function;3 whether the company should be seen
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as public or private; and numerous other topics. One perennial topic is the company’s nature: is it merely the aggregate of its shareholders (aggregate theory), some autonomous real entity (real entity theory) or just something that arises as a result of concessions from the state (concession theories)? Professor Watson makes an important contribution to this debate in her excellent historically rooted book, *The Making of the Modern Company*. Watson’s approach removes some of the vagueness and metaphysicality by challenging core tenets in historical understanding of company law.

A UK narrative is that ‘company law has developed seamlessly from the law of partnership’. Under such narrative, the corporate form was never fully intended for one-person companies, but was instead voluntarily formed by small groups, with some modern problems arising due to scaling up the enterprise. Under this approach, the company conceptually springs from private ordering by shareholders. This connects to a particular strand of Anglo-American normative understanding of a company: that it represents a series of private, bilateral relationships, reducing the corporate form to a ‘nexus of contracts’, therefore trivial as it could be achieved by other methods. This approach inherently minimises the importance of a company’s separate legal personality, holding it as merely a ‘convenient heuristic formula’ for a bundle of rights, which at most lower the costs of private ordering. Normatively, then, company law should merely facilitate such private relationships, and its purpose is ‘responding to three principal sources of opportunism that are endemic to such organization’. There is a limited role for the state in this narrative—instead, company law is
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seen as responding to, and assisting where possible with, co-ordination hurdles between private parties.

This paradigm is not necessarily an accurate description of modern UK company law. Watson’s work demonstrates that it never has been—the ‘belief that the modern company started small based on its shareholders and then got bigger is widespread and not true’. Whilst parts of modern company law descend from partnership law, most parts appear from elsewhere. The first part of the book traces the historical development of the UK company and, by extension, UK company law. It argues that the modern company’s core features—separate legal personality, limited liability, and division between shareholders and directors (with the former having transferrable interests which receive a variable return and the latter tasked with managing the company) originated in the UK in the large, state-backed East India Company. Demonstrating this not only challenges the historical lineage of the contractarian school of thought in UK company law, but highlights the role that the state plays in the modern company. The state was core in creating the corporate form, so the modern company did not arise spontaneously out of private ordering utilising existing private law concepts. The second part of the book advances implications for our understanding of the modern company.

This review article makes three connected arguments in respect of Professor Watson’s book. First, it argues that the book makes an important contribution to the ancient debate as to the company’s nature by clarifying that it is multi-faceted. Debates in this field tend to suffer from indeterminacy, where the same fact pattern can be extrapolated to a number of different positions and commentators attempt to present their approach as all-encompassing, missing important nuances within company law. Watson positions the company as having two aspects: its legal personality, which originates from the state; and its segregated corporate fund, which is private. The former encompasses legal rules in respect of the legal form, while the latter encompasses the general pooling of assets into a joint enterprise, which may or may not use the corporate form. This approach immediately cuts through the false dichotomies in the debate. Watson also connects this abstract debate to other debates in corporate law, particularly the need to conceptualise company law through property rights. This approach
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tethers the historical antecedent debate to more modern corporate law debates, re- emphasising its modern relevance. I argue, then, that in a crowded legal field as to the nature of the company, Watson has earned a place in the pantheon.

Second, law is not the only discipline exploring these concepts. The nature of a company is explored in (amongst others) economics, political science and sociology. This interdisciplinarity creates a conceptual challenge—should all disciplines take the same approach, or should different disciplines explore different ways of looking at the same or different aspects? Watson’s duality maps neatly onto the units of study of different disciplines. I argue that lawyers should focus on state provision of the separate legal person and related rules rather than the operation of the private fund, which is better studied by other disciplines. This is not to say, of course, that such state provision should not have a policy goal of furthering the private interest. However, Watson’s work acts as an important reminder about the key unit of study within company law, and how to differentiate corporate law study from non-legal disciplines. It also helps differentiate a corporate law understanding of legal personality from the approach adopted by other legal disciplines.

Third, I argue that the normative implications of the book, based on the foregoing, foreground the state in the future direction of company law research. Professor Watson has previously argued that the company’s separate legal personality arises as a concession from the state. By focusing on the duality that she identifies—balancing private interaction and a state-provided legal form and related rules—Watson backs away from this claim here. The normative implications, though, are that corporate lawyers should focus on the latter. This argument builds on the previous two—if the company has state-provided and private aspects, other disciplines study private aspects and the state-provided aspect is the key legal part, then company lawyers should focus on the state-provided aspects of company law. I have previously argued that concession approaches ‘became more of a straw man to be argued against, without many strong adherents’. Whilst Watson actively resists endorsing a concession view of the company, her approach lets us foreground the state, in turn increasing the state’s locus to intervene in corporate activity.

These three arguments, taken together, mean that *The Making of the Modern Company* not only demonstrates how the company actually developed in the UK, but also sets the direction for a future company law research agenda: in oft-misrepresented and maligned concession theories. Professor Watson thus does more than merely show where the company comes from. She creates the conceptual space for further exploration of the state’s role in fundamental company law.
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The rest of this review article proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines the duality identified by Watson as to the nature of the company, and its importance. Section 3 argues that Watson’s approach outlines the role that law should play in an interdisciplinary area. Section 4 explores how these parts build to create normative implications for a future direction of company law research. Section 5 concludes.

2. A Place in the Pantheon

‘The combination of a legal form derived from the state with a private fund seeded by money provided by investors anticipated the modern company.’

The book has two parts. The first focuses on the doctrinal and practical development of UK business forms. Roman law had two key business forms: a small form, available by agreement; and a large form, available for state interactions. Watson has previously argued that English law followed; that the modern company is a hybrid between the two types of vehicle; and that modern company law is also such a hybrid. Here, she unpacks that hybrid. She identifies the two aspects of such hybrid: the artificial legal person, provided by the state; and the corporate fund held in it, the private element that produces a profitable return for those who invest in it. Without the state-provided artificial legal person, there would be no modern company.

The state-provided form alone was not enough on its own to create the modern company—it needed to be coupled with the corporate fund. The state-provided entity is the shell which is utilised by the private fund. This shell has a myriad of legal rules attaching to it—such as limited liability for shareholders, and rules in respect of how the shell can issue shares and raise money. The private fund, though, is what uses this shell. It arises whenever individuals decide to jointly dedicate resources towards a common goal, and became more sophisticated when accounting rules facilitated the segregation of such joint assets from individual assets. Watson shows that the state-established East India Company was the first English company to have permanent capital, allowing the efficient segregation of the corporate fund from individual and fluctuating shareholders. This was facilitated by the creation of double-entry bookkeeping, the ‘architecture that isolates the Corporate Fund’. This fund need not use the corporate
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legal form—it could easily use any one of a number of alternative vehicles, for example partnership forms or trust arrangements. Without the fund using the state-provided corporate form, though, it would not be the primary vehicle for business. The creation of today’s company, then, relied upon private innovation being coupled with provision of a state-backed permanent entity.

This takes us to the nature of the company. Trying to distil the company down to its core essence was a ‘virtual obsession’ in the United States for 50 years, until it declined towards the end of the 1920s. There are a number of different sub-debates, but at its core is whether the company is merely the aggregate of its shareholders (aggregate theory), is something that merely arises as a concession from the state (concession theory) or is something real and autonomous from its shareholders and the state (real entity theory).

The debate started in the context of German unification in the second half of the nineteenth century. In the UK, Maitland and Pollock stridently advanced a real entity approach. There were two key problems with argumentation structures within the historic debate. First, commentators were cherry-picking both facts and normative implications of those facts to achieve their desired ends—meaning that the same features could be used to reach opposed conclusions. Second, positions tended to be less clear cut than presented by most commentators—meaning that reality operated somewhere in the middle of the extreme positions taken.

Yet the debate was—and remains—important. Law’s understanding of the company is important for the internal consistency (and connected legal certainty) of both company law and the wider legal system. This is especially so in the area of legal personality, where company law must connect with other areas of the legal taxonomy, such as criminal law. Watson’s analysis means that the company is not neatly described by any one approach taken in the historical debate. Instead, it has a duality between the state-provided legal form and the private fund which utilises it. Other commentators have previously discussed a duality in a company, between the business part of the company and the state-provided form.
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legal shell through which it operates.58 Watson proves this and operationalises it. As most commentators in the field present a single approach as the superior way to conceptualise the company,59 demonstrating this duality is a major methodological development for the field.

The state-provided aspect of the modern company is frequently ignored.60 This is no doubt because the company is seen as merely a method by which private ordering is achieved.61 This approach holds that the method is secondary to the fundamental study of such ordering. More than this, there is an assumption that most jurisdictions provide companies with the same legal characteristics. The logic is that as shareholders choose a company’s country of incorporation,62 jurisdictions will need to appeal to shareholders in order to attract incorporations.63 The result of market dynamics between jurisdictions is argued to be the homogeneity of corporate laws, with a shareholder-friendly bent.64 As companies are selected from a menu of business vehicles, should the corporate form cease to be beneficial for business, business would transfer to alternative vehicles and the economy would continue almost unchanged,65 as would the future direction of economic activity.66 Under this approach, company law becomes just a function of investor interests and so inherently less interesting—merely trivial, setting the rules for one method to achieve private ordering.67

Watson, though, identifies that this whole cycle started with the state. All features that we identify in a modern company were originally inherent in the English East India Company,68 a state-chartered corporation.69 Such legal forms originally required some form of ostensible public purpose,70 and were not possible without express state approval.71 This means that, rather than starting small and scaling up, UK companies started big, with smaller entities mimicking their features.72 Smaller, private-originated deed-of-settlement companies attempted
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to copy the corporate form and its state-granted features. This means that the modern company is, ultimately, descended not from small companies, but from the large, state-provided corporate form. It also means that at the heart of understanding modern private ordering lies the state: the state provided something that actively facilitated private ordering, rather than existing private ordering utilising the company form.

This theme is developed by Watson. Early business entities relying purely on private ordering—such as deed-of-settlement companies—could not achieve all the features of the corporate form. Modern defendants of company law as a non-trivial academic subject tend to defend it on the grounds that it separates assets of, and claims against, investors from assets of, and claims against, the company. This is said to be predicated upon property rules rather than contract. The implication is thus that company law is merely a combination of parts of the ‘primary’ private law taxonomy—a combination of property and contract rules. Whilst this approach removes the triviality of corporate law, it still under-mines the autonomy of company law—which under this approach remains conceptually subject to these other private law rules.

Watson demonstrates that company law cannot perform its magic without state provision of a separate legal entity. The modern company started with the state, and still obtains its core characteristics from the state. Watson identifies that the modern company is not merely an amalgam of pre-existing private law features stumbled upon by private ordering. Instead, these features are bestowed by state action. This challenges the idea of autonomous private ordering being ambivalent as to the organisational forms presented to it—the state was required to create, and provide, a form of vehicle with the features of the modern company.

Starting with the state does not mean ending with the state, though. It is the corporate fund that provides something real. The state provides the shell, into which real things can be poured. Not all shells will have real things in them. However, once it has a real thing in it, it then has real effect in society. As a result, for Watson, the state aspect does not encapsulate the entirety of corporate life. It reflects the origin of the modern company, but not all corporate activity.
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Synthesising the initial state provision of the corporate form with ongoing private activity avoids the false dichotomies of historical debates: the company initiated from the state, yet operationalises through private action. Without private action, the company would never be used; without state provision of legal form, the private fund would need to operationalise through other means.

There is thus truth in arguments that the company can be something real, and that it is linked to the state. This helps resolve the historic debate whilst also connecting to more modern debates as to the role of company law. For this reason, *The Making of the Modern Company* and its author should be admitted to the pantheon of commentators in a crowded field. In proving the concept that the company has two sides, and unpacking the relationship between the two, Watson’s work helps resolve key ambiguities in the debate over the nature of the company. A modern company is an artificial legal person, originating from the state, which facilitates the lock-in of a private corporate fund that can grow perpetually. It takes the hunch that there are multiple facets to the company and operationalises it. It allows a clear, universal conception of the nature of the company without sacrificing nuance. Is an operating company a real entity or does its form derive from the state? Yes to both. Orts argues that the two approaches reflect ‘bottom up’ and ‘top down’ approaches to the company respectively. Watson demonstrates that both are present in modern companies that operate in the world, cutting through the debate.

### 3. A Very Legal & Corporate Analysis

“The risk with ignoring the law is that the significance of key legal characteristics is not sufficiently recognised.”

The second development that *The Making of the Modern Company* provides relates to the role of corporate law in exploring these debates. The challenge for corporate law is making a unique contribution on the nature of the company, a field studied by many. There are two fronts on which corporate law needs to delineate itself—from non-legal academic disciplines and from other parts of the legal taxonomy. Failure to delineate on the first ground leads to missing the importance of legal features of the corporate form, and failure to delineate on the second leads to missing the corporateness of analysis. Watson’s approach clarifies these faultlines. It lets corporate lawyers examine the state-provided aspect of personality and related rules, whilst also retaining the distinct corporate aspects of the corporate fund.

First, many non-legal disciplines explore the nature of the company. All do so from within their own disciplines. Watson focuses on the primary corporate
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legal business form in the UK, being the company.88 A company has a technical meaning in the UK, being a specific vehicle created under a specific piece of legislation.89 The company is thus a UK company lawyer’s main unit of study, and is clearly defined. This is not the case for other disciplines. Economists focus on a different concept—the firm.90 The precise extent and definition of the firm is rather vague.91 Watson’s duality opens the possibility that different disciplines could be looking at different facets of corporate life, and ultimately different units of study.92

Through Watson’s lens, it is evident that the artificial legal person can exist without a meaningful corresponding corporate fund (ie without being part of a firm), and conversely that segregated funds for investment can exist without artificial legal persons (ie firms through legal forms that are not companies).93 The former are companies, and are thus subject to company law and should be studied under it.94 The latter are not companies, and thus are not subject to company law. Company lawyers, then, need to cater for the archetypal entity, in which both are present, and also the entity which does not undertake any meaningful activity, so could be said to have no attached firm. The only subject flowing through all subjects of company law is the provision of an artificial legal person by the state—it is the ‘lowest common denominator applicable to all companies’95—and its associated rules. These rules facilitate the creation of the corporate fund, but do not demand it.96 Axiomatically, the unit of study for economists is the firm. They therefore care not (or little) about empty companies, but do care about firms not using the corporate form. Watson’s duality, then, indicates that different disciplines are likely to focus on different aspects of this duality. In particular, lawyers seem best placed to focus on the state-provided aspect of the artificial legal person, which facilitates—but does not constitute—economic activity.

These two aspects remain linked. Deakin and others argued that firms are ‘creatures of law’.97 They went on to argue that the ‘glue’ of the firm is the law that creates a separate legal person.98 If your unit of study is the firm (ie the deployment of private funds in joint enterprise) and you focus on those utilising
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the corporate form rather than, say, a partnership form,99 then this is correct. In other words, if you are only looking at real things operating in the world through companies, then this approach borders tautology. This is not, though, the position for all companies, so not a universal position for company law. Watson’s insights let lawyers conceptualise the creation of an artificial person first, which then can operate in the world based on a corporate fund utilising it.100 This once again helps focus the corporate legal approach on the unit of study. Corporate lawyers should look to the provision of the artificial legal person.

Watson’s approach lets us avoid a false syllogism for company lawyers trying to engage with this body of literature. There is a risk that lawyers following the language of economists conclude that not only is every firm a company, but every company is a firm. Economists do not mean this,101 and yet make statements to that effect.102 Companies and firms are not entirely unrelated concepts—so the firm and the company do not exist in separate universes.103 Watson demonstrates that such legal tools as permanent personality104 and permanent capital105 allowed the lock-in of funds for the long term. Thus, Watson’s argument is that corporate law facilitated the success of firms, connecting to the approach of Deakin and others. As such, the firm does not merely use the corporate form106—the firm itself is shaped by the company, and thus by state-provided company law.

Watson’s duality is helpful for focusing the unit of study for different disciplines. Without a clear understanding of the units of study that we are focusing on, there is a risk of confusion between audiences. For example, when Jensen and Meckling created the ‘nexus of contracts’ concept,107 they applied it, at various times, to the company and/or the firm.108 This creates an ambiguity of meaning as to which, exactly, they were arguing operated as a nexus. It seems most likely that they were envisioning a situation whereby the boundaries of the two were the same.109 Yet this lack of clarity over exactly what they were focusing on risks corporate lawyers misunderstanding their insights.110 Ambiguities abound—business scholar Mayer has advanced arguments as to the role of company law111 that lawyers have argued misunderstand the field.112 This is a risk for work between law
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and economics, where overlapping terminology often discusses different underlying concepts. Our challenge, then, is to ensure, when looking at an area of crossover, that we do so with our own specialism in mind, and are cognisant of what other disciplines are studying and why. Political science also debates the role of law and the state in the company. Thus, economics and political science are increasingly emphasising law’s role in their fields. It is therefore important that corporate lawyers follow Watson’s example by providing clear analysis of the legal provision of law’s unit of study—the artificial legal person—for these fields to utilise.

By focusing overtly on the unit of study—the company—Professor Watson focuses corporate legal analysis on the company. In particular, Watson focuses on the legal rules provided by company law that are not available through purely private ordering—legal benefits that can only be obtained by using the artificial legal person and not by other legal methods for the private fund to operationalise through. The natural implication of Watson’s duality, then, is that different parts of that duality should be explored through different disciplines, with the provision by the state of the artificial legal person and associated rules falling neatly within law’s purview. This analysis can, of course, use normative insights from those disciplines which study the corporate fund. However, to be helpful to other disciplines which are increasingly reaching towards law for answers to questions within their own subjects, it is important that company law understands its unit of study clearly. Watson’s analysis provides a method to do so: legal rules—provided by the state—create a legal framework under which economic activity can operate (a private fund). Company lawyers have evident expertise to look at the former, and those studying business activity have evident expertise to look at the operation of the latter. Of course, both speak to each other (the form influences the activity, and the nature of the activity needs to influence developments of the form), and are part of the holistic understanding of the company, but they remain conceptually separate. To ensure a legal analysis, then, Watson’s duality implies that company lawyers are best situated to focus on the creation of the artificial legal person.

The second challenge for company law is to identify how company law’s legal analysis is delineated from other parts of the legal taxonomy which look at legal personhood. It is tempting for corporate lawyers to defer to this body of
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literature on law’s persons generally, where corporate law’s understanding often jars with broader study. More than this, to focus on only the artificial legal person as part of law’s spectrum of persons relegates the study of company law to secondary application of other legal disciplines. There is something instinctively special and distinctive about the corporate legal person, though. It has long been advocated that other bodies, such as sports clubs, should obtain the same legal personality as the company. Yet attempts to do so have mixed results, because any attempt to do so needs its own normative foundation. Watson provides such a foundation for the company—the company is not just an artificial legal person, but instead one that facilitates a perpetual corporate fund. Thus, whilst company lawyers should study the company’s personality, they should do so with an eye to the provision of that fund, which other legal areas do not need to concern themselves with.

Part of the company’s legal personality is as a home for the corporate fund. This differentiates the company’s legal personality from other classes of legal personality. This approach will help add clarity to questions such as whether companies should have criminal liability, or human rights. However, it reduces the need for the corporate legal person to fully follow other understandings of legal personhood. Watson separates the concepts of the company as a juridical person (which must cohere with general legal personhood understanding) from it being a separate legal person from its shareholders and investors (a unique issue for company law). They are, as Watson indicates, ‘two related, but different, concepts’. Treating them as such means that there is something uniquely corporate about the legal analysis of the company’s separate legal personality. Watson demonstrates that these two concepts exist within the modern company, so any study of modern company law must include both. So, in addition to helping lawyers ensure that their understanding of the company is legal, Watson’s duality allows corporate lawyers to ensure that their discussion of legal personality is distinctly corporate. It therefore is different from general considerations of law’s persons. Watson’s is not the only roadmap to achieve this, but it does follow neatly from the duality she identifies in the nature of the company. It therefore
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sows the seeds to set up normative implications of the book for the future development of company law analysis.

4. A Rejected Normative Implication

‘Invisible, immortal beings are amongst us, determining and controlling many aspects of our lives.’

So far, then, I have argued that Professor Watson’s work is important because it acknowledges a duality in the nature of the company—part state-created, part private—and that companies cannot exist without the former but can without the latter. In an interdisciplinary field, it is more natural for company lawyers to focus on state provision of legal personality and associated legal rules. This section argues that the normative implications for law of The Making of the Modern Company are that it should examine state-provided aspects of the modern company—company law normatively follows a concession theory, even if other disciplines look to other theories to explain their units of study. After all, the legal aspect of Watson’s duality—the provision of artificial legal personality—is the part connected to the state.

Professor Watson eschews concession theories on the grounds that general incorporation statutes make incorporation ‘now a right, not a concession’. Watson has previously convincingly argued that general incorporation changed the process by which companies were incorporated, but not the fact that incorporation is provided by the state. In The Making of the Modern Company, this argument is not fully followed—instead, we are told that incorporation starts by the private acts of shareholders, through a state process, which creates a legal person, which can then become real. Watson may be right that concession theories do not fully explain the nature of the company, following her dual nature of the company. Yet, by deploying her duality, and factoring in different focuses of study as per the previous part, we can identify that the legal parts of Watson’s duality are best explained by concession theories. Thus, for company law, concession may be the best-fitting paradigm.

Watson persuasively argues that the features of the modern company could not arise without the state providing company law. To the extent that shareholders are able to establish companies, and that companies can operate to maximise the private fund, it is because company law—set by the state—allows it. As such, if company law should focus on the part of Watson’s duality that relates to the state creation of an artificial legal person, then it should inherently focus on the concessions given to facilitate the private fund by company law. As a matter of
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UK company law, the ‘mysterious rite’ of incorporation\textsuperscript{136} involves two steps. First, the Registrar of Companies reviews documents submitted to them against statutory requirements and, if satisfied, registers them.\textsuperscript{137} Second, upon that registration, a certificate is issued stating that the company exists, which creates the company.\textsuperscript{138} Whilst the second happens automatically following the first, the first is a check by the state, processed by the state. There is no right to obtain a corporate form should such checks not occur, or if the paperwork is lost. These checks are about to become more stringent.\textsuperscript{139} Both the process for incorporation and its operation rely on state actors.

As such, we have a situation whereby there are two core parts to the modern company: the artificial legal person and the corporate fund that can exist within it. The former comes from the state, and the latter is affected by the former. All companies require the former—without the former, it is not a company—whereas the latter is contingent upon the company operating in the world.\textsuperscript{140} Law’s natural focus is on the former—the artificial legal person, provided by the state, and the legal rules applicable to it. This corporate form is often argued to be a considerable force for harm in society, by deploying collectivised power to the detriment of others.\textsuperscript{141} Part of studying this artificial legal person must be working out how to resolve its harms. Watson states:

States may not require corporations to compensate for the externalities they create. The law may not even recognise that the essential characteristics that make the corporate form so potent, in particular status as a legal person, are ultimately derived from the state. This matters, because it relates to the rights of states in respect to modern companies. It provides a rationale for state regulation of corporations.\textsuperscript{142}

This is very difficult to argue with. It leads to a slight tension, though. Watson makes the case that the legal features of the modern company originated in a state-backed entity, has previously argued that the artificial legal person on which it is all predicated comes from the state and in this quote decries that law may not ‘recognise’ the state’s role (implying the state has such a role). Yet, she does not fully adopt the theoretical school that flows from here—that the legal features of the modern company are best conceptualised as concessions from the state. Watson refers to companies in a number of places as being ‘endowed entities’,\textsuperscript{143} but, by rejecting concession theories, is at times unwilling to embrace the state-centric legal implications that flow from such endowments coming from the state. The difference appears mostly semantic—whether it is labelled as a

\textsuperscript{136} EM Dodd, ‘For Whom Are Corporate Managers Trustees?’ (1932) 45 Harv L Rev 1145, 1160.
\textsuperscript{137} Companies Act 2006, s 14.
\textsuperscript{138} Companies Act 2006, ss 15 and 16.
\textsuperscript{139} Economic Crime and Corporate Transparency Act 2023, ss 2–7, which will restrict incorporation.
\textsuperscript{140} MMC 278.
\textsuperscript{141} Especially the ‘corporate group’—see R Squire, ‘Strategic Liability in the Corporate Group’ (2011) 78 U Chi L Rev 605.
\textsuperscript{142} MMC 280.
\textsuperscript{143} eg MMC 221.
concession theory or not, the state’s role in corporate life is foregrounded by Watson’s analysis.144

Yet, expressly embracing concession theories for company law would change the normative conclusions drawn by Watson from the analysis. The diagnosis remains the same—companies can cause great harm in the world, through the aggregation and deployment of power of corporate funds (facilitated by state action through company law).145 Watson states:

Until recently, states have seemed powerless to regulate or control [big companies]. The veil must fall from our eyes … Corporations have been described as Frankenstein’s monsters, and in many ways they are artificial persons created by Man. Just as we make them, we can unmake them or remake them in a form that serves us all rather than the gilded few, as we engage in the grand challenges the world confronts.146

Focusing on the legal concessions by the state to the company’s artificial legal person to facilitate private wealth through the corporate fund would answer this call to arms. Denying the force of concession theories naturally limits and weakens the tools to deal with this. One of Watson’s proposals is to focus on the artificial legal person’s perpetuity—freeing boards to act sustainably in the long term.147 These, of course, are the same boards who are provided a large degree of deference in the Anglo-American world anyway,148 and who have either contributed to or at least not solved current issues.

A stronger normative position would have been to embrace the notion of this artificial person being, and consisting of, legal concessions to business from the state, as in Watson’s previous work. This retains Watson’s duality—it merely means that company law should focus on the concessions given by law, whatever conceptual approaches other disciplines adopt. The state provides the corporate form either by direct provision or by providing the framework through which incorporation occurs, and sets the rules under which it operates (via company law for internal matters). In either event, the state is able to change the process and the requirements for such incorporation. Under either approach, the provision and regulation of the artificial legal person upon which the modern company is predicated—and which shapes the corporate fund that sits within it—is from the state. Either approach provides the space for the state to make one of two adjustments in respect of the terms of its legal concession.

First, it could restrict the circumstances in which such concession is granted. This could occur in many ways. It could occur as an incorporation requirement, or at any stage of corporate life. The state could intervene where it sees harm being caused by the artificial legal person, however small, by restricting it. It could thus act as an ultimate sanction for a company abusing its gifted features

145 MMC 264–5.
146 MMC 281. This analysis may not apply pre-1980s, when different approaches to regulation were often proposed. See discussion in Gindis, ‘On the Origins’ (n 12).
147 MMC ch 16.
in ways that fall short of outright illegality. After all, the private aspect of the corporate fund generates a considerable amount of profit for the insiders to the fund. It is able to do so due to features endowed upon it by the state. The state therefore must have the locus to remove or deny such features where harm falling short of illegality outweighs good. Other conceptual approaches which do not explore concessions would require a higher hurdle for the state to intervene in what is perceived as something real and autonomous, or an aggregation of private law rights.

Concession approaches allow state intervention to limit any concession associated with separate legal personality—for example, by limiting aspects of shareholder limited liability in certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{149} It could limit the activities of companies. This sounds radical, but actually reflects reality: the state currently gatekeeps what a company can and cannot do. We consider it self-evident that a company cannot marry or have children. A company cannot itself be a medical doctor.\textsuperscript{150} These examples demonstrate that the state already limits the extent of its legal concession of the artificial legal person. However, without a concessional approach, such limitations are not fully conceptualised. The Making of the Modern Company lays considerable groundwork in doing so, even if its author does not fully embrace this conceptualisation.

Second, the state could extract counter-concessions from the corporate fund for the privileges endowed to it by the deployment of an artificial legal person. These counter-concessions already exist on a number of levels. UK law requires all limited companies to include the word ‘limited’ in their name.\textsuperscript{151} Rules restrict withdrawals from the corporate fund.\textsuperscript{152} Most importantly, we tax the artificial legal person on the corporate fund’s profits, then also tax shareholders on the dividends they receive from it.\textsuperscript{153} This is key evidence of the state requiring something back (a counter-concession) in exchange for providing the perpetual artificial legal person to hold the corporate fund. Viewing it as such helps to strengthen the state’s hand to regulate the company through company law—it already heavily does so. The presence of such counter-concessions opens the space to adjust such counter-concessions, and demand more where required.

Concession theories do not purely demand restrictions on the operation of companies. The state grants the concession of companies because their activities benefit society.\textsuperscript{154} It is therefore entirely legitimate under this argumentation structure to argue for further proliferation of greater concessions to achieve


\textsuperscript{150} One of the requirements is to hold a UK qualification of a type only conferred on natural persons—see Medical Act 1983, s 3. For a now outdated list of limitations, see MA Pickering, ‘The Company as a Separate Legal Entity’ (1968) 31 MLR 481.

\textsuperscript{151} Companies Act 2006, ss 58 and 59.

\textsuperscript{152} eg withdrawals can only be made under certain statutory circumstances (Trevor v Whitworth (1887) 12 App Cas 409), and then only from profit and not capital—see Flitcroft’s Case (1882) 21 Ch D 519, as discussed in MMC 145.

\textsuperscript{153} Corporation Tax Act 2010. This does not apply to partnerships—see discussion in A Televantos, ‘The Nature of Partnership Property and Equitable Interests’ (2023) 139 LQR 26.

\textsuperscript{154} M Bennett and RJG Claassen, ‘The Corporate Power Trilemma’ (2022) 84 Journal of Politics 2094.
societal benefits. These concessions, though, facilitate the concentration of power and private wealth, and encourage harm to third parties. The purpose of the particular legal concession theory outlined here is that we need to constantly balance the benefits obtained from state provision of the corporate form and associated legal concessions against the harms caused—holistically and on an entity-by-entity basis. We may therefore have greater limitations/require greater counter-concessions from those causing greater harms. So long as the societal benefits outweigh the societal harms, the operation of the company should be unaffected, or should obtain even greater state concessions. However, once that benefit is outweighed, the state has the locus to intervene. Indeed, under such conceptualisation, it has the duty to intervene, as the combination of features that cause such harm are ultimately endowed by the state.

This is heavily implicit in The Making of the Modern Company. Even though Professor Watson does not overtly follow a concession theory, this is the logical conclusion of a number of parts of the analysis advanced. The state provides an artificial legal form for a private fund to operationalise in. Private funds can use any number of alternative paths to achieve their ends. This could be used as a reason to not change corporate law, as that risks a flight to alternative vehicles. Implicit in such an argument, though, is that there is something advantageous about the company form. That form originates from state activity. In other words, the argument evidences that the state currently provides a myriad of features which enable private advantage. The first recognisable modern company, Watson proves, was the state-created East India Company. Since that company was formed, private funds have attempted to emulate those features. However, they were not able to do so without state action. State action is still required to incorporate a company. It is a state actor who undertakes the incorporation, in accordance with a process laid down by the state which can be altered (in form or substance) by the state.

To achieve Watson’s end goals—reining in the excesses of egregious companies without losing their advantages; remaking them in a form that suits the needs of society—a concession theory is the answer. Factoring the previous part’s interdisciplinary part into the analysis makes it clear that it is entirely coherent to hold that whilst there is an inherent duality in a modern company, it is the role for lawyers to look at one part of that duality, from a particular conceptual viewpoint. Thus, from a perspective of historical antecedent, and theoretical argumentation,

---

155 For example, a proposal to introduce legal personality for English law partnerships was partially to mitigate practical problems caused by outsiders engaging with the partnership—Law Commission and Scottish Law Commission, Partnership Law (Law Com No 283, Scot Law Com No 192, 2003) paras 5.5–5.24.
Professor Watson is laying the ground for future corporate *legal* concession theories, even if other disciplines embrace real entity or aggregate approaches.

5. **Conclusion**

*The Making of the Modern Company* makes a number of key advances to company law theory. First, it highlights, conceptualises and operationalises a duality at the heart of the modern company. It is an artificial legal person, whose features (including its perpetuity) facilitate and further a corporate fund. This goes a long way to resolving historical and ongoing theoretical debates as to the nature of the company, and connects them to corporate reality. As such, it will be a major text for those engaging with this theoretical debate. This duality has an interdisciplinary effect; lawyers should study one part of it. This navigates between the Scylla of company law losing its legal focus and the Charybdis of company law losing its corporate focus within law. It thus provides methodological insights which can be followed to strengthen the autonomy of company law against all comers. It is a must-read book.

It shies away, though, from an evident extrapolation of its analysis to a normative framework for company law that resolves its highlighted problem. This analysis, based on Professor Watson’s previous work, is easy to complete. Even though a concession theory is not the key takeaway intended for the book, it sows the seeds for a particular legal concession theory, and future writers in all disciplines from that theoretical school will draw from it. As such, however inadvertently it may be, *The Making of the Modern Company* is also the making of a corporate legal concession theory.